PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 8
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ROUND 8

Starly 50 games
Ben Nicholls 50 games

www.sharksjfc.org.au

Milestone Banners

Option 1: Pre-Made Banners by ‘Phelan Like a Banner’
Phelan Like a Banner is a local banner making business
in Wonga Park that makes custom banners for football
games. There is no better feeling than running through
a banner, and no worse a feeling than sitting around
all week sticking one together, so they will do that
bit for you for as little at $120 a banner, or $150 for a
double-name banner.

A milestone banner is a run through banner that players use to celebrate when they
reach 50, 100 or 150 Sharks games played.
Your team manager will be able to let you know when you are reaching milestone
game tally
There are two steps to organising the banner:

1. Book the Sharks banner which will frame your child’s
crepe paper insert.
2. Order or make your own crepe paper insert with your
child’s detail on it.
PLEASE REFER TO THE CLUB WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION. THE BELOW IS
ONLY A BRIEF OVERVIEW

Step 1: Book the Sharks Banner
The Club has 2 banners for use by Sharks families to celebrate the milestone games 50
Games and 100 Games (some reach 150 Games)
The outside of the banner is what you book using the online booking form on the
website: Sharks Junior Football Club » Run-Through Banner (sharksjfc.org.au)
This form goes to Peter Hume who manages
our banner bookings and will liaise with you
regarding collection and return
The inside section of the banner is designed
to be filled with crepe paper and used as a
run through for the players (see Step 2)

Option 2: Pre-Made
banner by Milestone
Banners
Milestone Banners is a company that
will make the insert of your banner &
deliver it to your door. They need 1-2
weeks notice & prices start from $150

Option 3: DIY Banners
If you decide to make your own please refer to our website for instructions and
templates

Step 2: Ordering or Making the Banner insert
The banner insert is a crepe paper section which attaches to the banner and is
designed for the players to run through. You can order the crepe paper banner insert
or you can make your own.

Good for Footy Raffle

SUPPORT YOUR CLUB
& BUY A TICKET OR TWO

1ST

PRIZE

VALUED AT*

$45,373
Toyota RAV4
AWD GX Hybrid
2.5L Auto CVT

2ND

PRIZE

VALUED AT*

$36,640

Toyota Camry
FWD Hybrid Ascent
2.5L Auto CVT

3RD

PRIZE

VALUED AT*

$33,198

Toyota Yaris Cross
2WD GX Hybrid
1.5L Auto CVT

Buy a $5 raffle ticket. Three cars to be won.
100% of proceeds go directly to the club.

Toyota Good for Footy Raffle is up and running.
This year the raffle has gone digital, which means
no more paper tickets and all sales happen online.
All transactions take place within a personalised
club portal and you receive tickets directly
via email.
What hasn’t changed is that our club still gets to keep
100% of the proceeds of every ticket sold.
That’s money spent back on the kids on things
like new training equipment for next year, training
courses and guest speakers,
maybe more vouchers to use as awards.
Here’s how to buy a ticket:
click on the below link

^All values for listed prizes are inclusive of GST. Name of Benefiting Organisation: Australian Football League (ABN 97 489 912 318) (“AFL”). ACT Permit: ACT R 20/00244; NSW Permit: GOCAU/2364; QLD Permit: 206596; SA Permit: M13963; TAS Permit: 77954; VIC Permit: 10473/20. Number of tickets to be printed: 181,112. Promoter: AFL (ABN
97 489 912 318) (Ph: (03) 9643 1976). Nominee: Paul Birman of AFL House, 140 Harbour Esplanade, Docklands, Victoria, 3008. Raffle Opening Date: 12pm on 08/03/2021 AEST. Raffle Closing Date: 12pm on 06/09/2021 AEST. For full terms and conditions please go to toyota.com.au/aflraffle. Draw details: Computerised Draw at 12pm AEST
on 10/09/2021 at Good2Give, 12 Holtermann St, Crows Nest, NSW 2065. Winners will be drawn at random via a Computerised Draw. Winners will be contacted via telephone and in writing within 2 business days of being drawn. A complete list of winners will be published in The Australian newspaper and on toyota.com.au/aflraffle on 15th
September 2021. To be eligible to enter, entrants must be 18 years of age or over at the commencement of the Raffle and residents of Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, Northern Territory, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania or Victoria. Directors, management, employees, contractors or immediate family members of the
Promoter or Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited (ABN 64 009 686 097), or any of their related entities or agents involved in the Raffle are not eligible to enter. *Recommended driveaway price includes 12 months registration, 12 months compulsory third party insurance, dealer delivery, metallic paint (if applicable) and stamp duty. 1st,
2nd and 3rd prize year of make is 2021. Vehicles pictured in promotional material are not necessarily the same colour as the prize vehicles. Please see toyota.com.au/aflraffle for full prize details.

https://toyotagoodforfooty.raffletix.com.au/parkorchardsjfc

Season Dates
To Remember

18 April

Round 1

25 April

Round 2 - ANZAC DAY

2 May

Round 3

9 May

Round 4

16 May

Round 5

23 May

Round 6 - Under 8s Day

30 May

Round 7 - Under 9s Day - Now 15 August

6 June

Round 8 - Now 27 June

13 June

Queen’s Birthday Weekend- NO GAMES

20 June

Round 9

27 June

First week of June/ July School Holidays - Round 8

4 July

Middle Week of June/ July Holidays - NO GAMES

11 July

Round 10

18 July

Round 11

23 July

Team Photos Fri night

25 July

Team Photos

25 July

Round 12

1 August

Round 13

8 August

Round 14

15 August

Round 7

22 August

Semi Finals

29 August

Prelim Finals

5 Sept

Grand Finals

19 Sept

Sharks Presentation Day

Train to be a junior
AFL Umpire
Are you minimum 14 years old and
looking to earn some extra money?
Why not give umpiring junior AFL
a go. You’ll receive training
every week, no night shifts
and keep fit!!
The YJFL are always looking for new
enthusiastic umpires to start their
umpiring career within the states
biggest junior football league!
You will be able to attend weekly
training sessions within Sharks territory
at Colman Park in Warrandyte South by
the highly experienced Jackson Emery
Colman Park Tuesdays 6-7pm.

Contact Nina on 0409564724 or
merchandise@sharksjfc.org.au
if you are interested in
being a junior AFL umpire

Shark Attack

Round 8 Wrap UP
PRESIDENTS LETTER

Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Toyota Good For Footy Raffle

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish
Junior Football Club

The Toyota Good For Footy Raffle is up and running! With the raffle being digital, there’s
no more paper tickets and all sales happen online. All transactions take place within
our personalised club portal, and you receive tickets directly via email.

Phone: 0408 367 444

What hasn’t changed is that our club still gets to keep 100% of the proceeds of every
ticket sold. There are 3 brand new Toyota’s up for grabs (see attached) - PLUS a further
9 prizes. Check them out at:

GO SHARKS!!

Hi all Sharks!

Toyota Good for Footy Raffle - Support Local Footy and Buy a Ticket) (raffletix.com.au)

What fantastic winter sunshine Sunday produced! Whilst a few of our teams had a
“bye” for the start of school holidays, the rest of the club enjoyed playing with out any
concerns. Great to see the extent of our U16 Girls win. Also, a few of the boy’s teams
had their first win since grading. Congratulations one and all for being on the ground
participating each week. Enjoy the mid-term holiday break this Sunday.

We would love for every PLAYER to purchase just one ticket and we would love for
every FAMILY to pass on the link to family and friends so they too have a chance to
win.

Photos

Fundraisers like Toyota where there is zero cost to the club, help us keep club fees
down. Raffle closes Sept 10th, 2021.

Club photos of each team will be held on 2 separate days:

Click this link to buy a ticket: https://toyotagoodforfooty.raffletix.com.au/
parkorchardsjfc?v=1

• Friday July 23

Committee

• Sunday July 25

Team Managers are being sent time allocations today. Please arrive in your playing
gear 15 minutes prior to your photo.
Transition Dinner, Life Members Event - Tuesday 3rd August 2021
Each year the club holds a Transition Dinner for our Colts and Youth Girls. This is an
evening to shar with each other, hear from our Senior Club Coaches and Captains
and be enthralled by a current or past AFL Player.
Parents are invited to attend, however due to possible COVID protocols, our numbers
may be capped at 100. Parent cost for a 2-3 course dinner is $30.00. Players and Life
Members will be paid for by the club.
SAVE THE DATE! TUESDAY 3RD AUGUST AT 6:30PM AT CLUB KILSYTH Your Team Managers will be in touch.
Burger Night – Sunday 15th August
Hopefully we might finally get a social event as a club together. Subject to all the
‘protocols’ now in life, the committee are planning our first Burger Night in two years!
The evening will kick off from 5:00pm and there will be fun filled events aimed at all age
groups. The bar will be open from 5:45pm and also a reduced canteen. The night is to
be held at our new club rooms at Domeney Reserve, Home of the mighty Sharks. This
also is a celebration of the last Home and Away round prior to Finals.

At the end of Season 2021, several positions will become vacant on Committee. These
roles are a mixture of Executive, Non-Executive and Off-Committee roles and they
include:
• President
• Director of Football
• Events Manager
• Sponsorship Coordinator
• Marketing and Social Media Coordinator
Whilst these opportunities are open to all parents, I’d love to see the next age bracket,
our parents of U11’s, U12’s and U13’s take the opportunity of being able to grow into
the roles. We are NOW seeking your support, so if you’re in a position to assist, please
contact me.
Summary
Enjoy the weekend free of local football commitments. Looking forward to Round 10
on Sunday 11th July.
If at any stage, you have any queries then please don’t hesitate to contact myself.
Please TEXT ME to organise a time to chat or meet up. GO SHARKS!!!

Presentation Day & AGM – Sunday 19th September
Please keep Sunday 19th September free. The full fixture of teams and times will be out
in the coming weeks. We will have a full wrap up of the season with Best and Fairest
Awards handed out to every team, including Club Recognition Awards.
As per normal we will hold a very quick AGM during the process.
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RITCHIE APPLEBY
President - Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish JFC
0408 367 444
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UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Robbie Ward
No Score
The boys finally got back on the field this week after a
couple of weeks lockdown and a bye last week. With only
9 players due to illness and injury I could not have been
more proud of the way the boys acquitted themselves.
At training over the past few weeks we have been trying
to encourage lots of run and handball and bringing other
players into the game. As well as trying to move the ball
around the field and switch the play, not just continue to
constantly kick the ball down the line. All of these small
things started to click with some fantastic switches of play
and some great link up handball.

UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Andrew Latella

#

Name

22
23
26
12
6
1
7
14
19
30
5

Jett Anderson
Raphael Battista
Xavier McCartney
Xavier Murray
Joshua Natsis
Samuel Newton
Harry Ottens
Luca Stevenson
Patrick Toomey
Logan Ward
Blake Taylor

No Score

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

In the opening term we won the ball out the middle consistently with Josh and Luca
providing some great run and long kicking giving our forward the best chance to get
on the scoreboard. Our forward did a great job of capitalising on their opportunities
with 4 goals being kicked in the opening quarter.

#

Name

#1
#2
#3
#4
#8
#10
#13
#14
#16
#18
#20
#22
#24
#25
#26
#28
#41

Tom Bloodworth
Cristiano Latella
Flynn Marsh
Toby Bullen
Mason West
Domenic Parisella
Liam Murphy
Josh Sprague
Sebastian De Stratton
Kristos Theodorou
Kobe De Angelis
Thomas Critchley
Jack Dixon
Will Palframan
James Versteegan
Harry Sowersby
Mase Sommers

The second quarter saw some great passages of play, particularly in the backline with
Xavier Murray and Pat giving some great second efforts and working well together to
move the ball along by hand. Some fantastic tackling efforts in all areas of the ground
saw us limit the oppositions ability to move the ball with any sort of flow.
The final 2 quarters were fantastic to watch, Josh continued to battle away in the
midfield showing some great attack on the ball. Luca was fantastic with some
switching of play from freekicks and marks which was pleasing to see. Sam showed
some great initiative by leading to open space to have the ball switched to him. Blake
did a terrific job, with his foot disposal a standout when he got the opportunity. I was
also great to see Jett attacking the ball showing some great skills when out in open
play.
The standout of the day for us was Harry, at one point channelling his inner Leigh
Mathews by knocking over the goal post! Harry finished with 6 goals for the game,
unfortunately we couldn’t get it down to the forward line much in the final quarter so
he was unable to add to his tally from ¾ time.
Overall this was the most complete game the boys have played for the year, it was
exciting to see them start to bond together and enjoy the games as well as seeing all
the families get down and support the boys. It was a great environment to be apart of!
THE SHARK ATTACK
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UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: David Worthington
Round 8 vs. Balwyn Greythorn Jets
With the restrictions eased and some freedoms returned
to us, many of the team took the opportunity to seek
some sun and head off on Northern travels, we thought
this would mean a possible ‘no-show’ for team given we
couldn’t access any fill-ins given the fixturing, boy were
we wrong.
We managed to get 15 players on the field matched
with 16 from Balwyn so we had a game and what a
game it was. The boys must be solar charged as when
the sun came out so did there skills, it was great first qtr.
With the ball camped at our end, the only issue we had
was accuracy with the first 5 scoring opportunities all
points. Once we managed to move the crowd out of the
forward line, we were able to get some majors finishing
the qtr. PO 2.6.10 to Balwyn 0.0.0

#

Name
Cruz Anderson

Jasper Beck
Jacob Beven
Joshua Cox
Eli De Rooden
Alfie Gniel
Mason Woollard
Heath Worthington
Magnus Luke
Harrison Torner
Gabriel Natsis
Daniel Noble
Levi Natsis

The second qtr. had a similar theme, the difference being the boys were holding
their position and moving the ball a lot quicker, this made for clean ball handling and
kicking with real effect, we started scoring at will with our best qtr. of football for the
year, half time PO 5.9.39 to Balwyn 0.0.0
The start of the third quarter saw Balwyn lift determined to get the ball to their end and
try to keep it there. This created a lot more congestion, Balwyn determined to not go
down without a fight. Once again, we were able to score on some good re-bound
footy, with the halfback line really moving us quickly out of defence, and with our
forwards in open ground we were able to slot some majors uncontested, we were
starting to really dominate finishing the qtr. PO 7.10.52 to Balwyn 0.0.0
It was a relaxing 4th qtr. as a coach, the boys in all positions had locked into their roles
and were moving the ball like a well oiled machine. Balwyn to their credit continued to
fight even though they had yet to score, there determination paid off getting a shot on
goal only to score a behind. An awesome team effort sharks and I particularly enjoyed
the gusto of the team song, final score.
PO 9.12.66 to Balwyn 0.1.1
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UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Ben Hine
Park Orchards 1.3.9 def by Hawthorn citz 1.7.13
Round 8 saw the Sharks U11 go up against Hawthorn Citz,
the side we chalked up our first win for the season against,
so the boys believed this was a contest they could win
again this time on home soil. The game was tough given
a few morning showers, meaning cold hands and a
slippery ball being the feature throughout the game. In
the end, the game was within reach, the boys produced
a late charge to close within a kick. A late passage in the
last 2 minutes had the boys lining up for a shot on goal,
only to see the boys fall short agonisingly by 4 points. A
few shattered lads come the final siren, but a loss that
will be a good lesson for the boys as they think about the
back half of the season.
1st Quarter – A wet ball and ground proved challenging
for both teams in Q1. Ball moved around the ground
slowly, with both sides having some time in their
respective forward 50. For our boys, we didn’t appear
switched on, again leaving their opponents and following
the ball around. Some individual efforts were great to see
by James C, Millsy and a Nick Reiwoldt style mark from
SamC was awesome. A level scoreline was not a bad
result given the conditions. Scoreline at Q1: 0.0.0 – 0.0.0

#

Name

3
6
7
8
10
11
13
14
15
17
18
19
21
23
25
27
29
37
39
40
43
47
51

Cohen Myers
James Fortington
Sam Caltieri
Ethan Genever
Harrison Hume
Maxi Mcleod
Jackson Gadd
Archie Hattwich
Harry McInerney
Miller Hine
Hugh Marsh
Harry Wilson
Jackson Hartley
Charlie McGinty
Jasper Mijat
Marcus Di Battista
Luke Newman
Darcy Saunders
Alex Giosserano
Fynn Robertson
James Cahill
Luke O'Neil Parker
Anthony Doolan

2nd Quarter – Second quarter was disappointingly a
continuation of the first and we needed a spark from
someone. The captain Sam C again went in hard at the contest. H-man did a great
job kicking in from full back, putting in place some new drills we practiced at training
this week. Forto was gutsy as always off half back and Charlie M was providing some
great options up forward. We had a chance to score but narrowly missed. Still, at the
main break, we were still in the game. Scoreline at Q1: 0.1.1 – 0.5.5
3rd Quarter – Much better effort by the boys this quarter but the overall skills were still
letting the team down. The wet day game meant a few little injuries hit the coaching
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staff during the quarter with James C, H-Man and Charlie all coming off in quick
succession. The ball spent a little more time in the backline but again overall, keeping
Hawthorn to a couple extra points meant we were still in it going to the final quarter.
Scoreline at Q1: 0.1.1 – 0.7.7
4th Quarter – With all to play for, both sides came out looking to put the other away
early. The ball moved from end to end a few times, and it was Hawthorn who put
the first major on the scoreboard. It was great to see the boys keep fighting all the
way to the end. We did claw one back, with Millsy kicking a major after a nice pass
from JacksG, meaning with about 4 mins to go, we were in it. As the clock ran down,
it looked like time was running out. A brilliant late passage however from half back
to SamC in the middle, a great handball to JacksG who ran about 20metres to half
forward, kicking a nice punt to Darcy who marked about 25 meters out. While we
weren’t able to convert on that play, we managed to keep the ball relatively within
our scoring area. A final effort to score was there but the clock beat us unfortunately.
Scoreline at Q1: 1.3.9 – 1.7.13

WE LOVE B RING ING
LA ND TO LIF E

Awards: BOG: SamC
Most improved: James C, Marcus
So a little bit to think about going into the holiday break for the boys. A close game
always provides the opportunity to reflect on the “what could have been” and we
certainly had that opportunity today. Skills and intensity let us down today along with
those consistent 1%’ers by everybody. Perhaps it was the wet day, but no matter the
conditions, we need the boys to show up and go hard.
Over the break, it would be great also if all the boys kept a footy at hand to keep
working on those basic footy skills they should all have and be regularly working on
now, so when they ask you if they can go play on fortnight, please tell them no and go
outside to work on their football skills. Please also talk to them about their game and
help them understand what it means to be a team player. We need the parents to also
be teaching them good habits when it comes to training and game day. We’ll focus on
these at the next training also. Enjoy the break all and see you on the other side.

RESIDENTIAL LAND
DEVELOPERS

resiventures.com.au
resiventuresLDA | 1300 031 260
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U 11 GIRLS: Coached by: Travis Rankin, Luke Ottens,
Ben Kinnear
Park Orchards 6.4.40 def by Camberwell 6.1.37

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

#

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
18
23
24
31
32
34
25

Heidi Dunn
Annika Bosna
Allegra Blobel
Zoe Garden
Jessica Fortington
Lilly Dawson
Jess Mizzi
Ruby Miller
Chloe Bilucaglia
Gemma Keaney
Piper Haddrick
Zoe Ottens
Addison Lynch
Milla Dingle
Saylor Kinnear
Charlotte Woolley
Georgia Menchise
Lucinda Rankin
Maeghan Sommers
Pia Klerides
Dana Sedawie-McKell
Grier McIntyre

UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Damian Noonan
Park Orchards 2.3.15 def by Beverley Hills 9.8.62
A big congratulation to Ben Nicholls who played his 50th
game this week.
Ben is a fine player and a great leader; Ben is developing
into a super CHF who provides a great option across
half forward and is great to watch with his attack on the
ball in the air. Ben also spends time in the ruck providing
our mids with great service getting the ball to their
advantage.
Well done Ben and I hope to watch you play for many
years to come.
Today we played a much-improved Beverley Hills who out
sized and paced us for most of the day and shot away
with an early lead in the first quarter.
We struggled to adjust to their size and sat back and
watched as their ruckman did what he pleased, they
won the ball and got it into their forward line quickly, Their
big guys up forward dominated and were rewarded for
playing in front and attacking the ball.
We didn’t man up an occasion and let their loose players
run unchecked.
Being second to the ball and not willing to get in and
battle showed and by the end of the quarter we were
down by 30 points.

#

Name

1
3
4
5
7
9
11
12
13
15
19
21
23
25
26
27
28
31
33
37
38
46
50

Patrick Duffy
Benjamin Hales
Hunter Weeks
Angus Hales
Michael Moore
Xavier Noonan
Julian Nicholls
Lucas Daley
Cameron Noble
Elliot Davis
Will Inglese
Arlo Ross
Archie Rowe
Cash Kinnear
Kai Wachter
Joshua Prest
Jack Ottens
Charlie Wilson
Darcy Noonan
Hudson Lynch
Jahla Goyma
Ben Nicholls
Luca Phelan
Oliver Lanza

Simply we expected our usual ball winners to do it for us.
Although we had some good patches of play, we fell down when we got our hands
on the ball as we found ourselves under pressure and not wanting to work hard and be
an option.
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Luca went into the ruck in the second quarter with the purpose of stopping there big
man from just taking the ball out of the ruck and to apply some physicality around the
ground, we swung Darcy back to CHB to try and get control of the back line and with
Cash now starting on ball with Josh and Angus we started to get back into the contest.
Xavier playing as a forward pocket was given license to play on the ball to help
outnumber at the contest and counter their size.
This ment we had to adjust our forward structure and have the forwards play up the
ground to help even out the numbers as we have struggled getting the ball past half
forward.
We have been trying to learn how to take the ball around the spares in defence and
play back through the middle and out to the fat side. We tried many times, but it didn’t
always come off but at least we are trying to do what we are practicing.
Arlo did well on the wing holding his position as well as Cam,
But without our half forward pushing up they outnumbered us and won the ball back.
We did end up outscored them and had passages of play where we help the ball in
our forward line. We had a few shots that missed and on a couple occasions we could
have looked for a better option and not just blazed away. Luca who worked hard
kicked a goal with a fine snap.

Elliot has kicked a few goals while roving the forward line.
Jack kicked his first goal last game after being rewarded with a fine second effort.
Keep up the good work boys. You are a great bunch of boys and good fun to be
around and coach. Everyone’s attitude at training and listening is fantastic.
A big shout out to Ben Kinnear who had his hip operation, wishing a speedy recovery
and the boys hope to have you back at training soon.
Once again well done Ben Nicholls on your 50 games. Although we couldn’t get over
the line you should hold your head high and be proud of your effort and leadership.
¼ Time PO 0-0-0 to Beverley Hills Red 4-5-29
½ Time PO 1-2-8 to Beverley Hills Red 4-5-29
¾ Time PO 1-3-9 to Beverley Hills Red 6-6-42
Final PO 2-3-15 to Beverley Hills Red 9-8-62
Goals: Luca 1, Hudson 1
Best: Phelan, Rowe, Darcy, Ben, Cash, Arlo, Josh

We didn’t capitalise on our opportunities and missed a chance to get back into the
game and put them under pressure.
At the main break we felt as though if we could take the same momentum and
attitude into the third, we could give ourselves a chance and hopefully be close going
into the last. We struggled from the middle with Beverley Hills controlling much of the
quarter and field position.
The boys attitude and desire to compete was still strong as we held up the oppositions
momentum, we battled tirelessly to get the ball forward and had a couple chances
to score. The boys boy’s started to tire towards the break and Beverley Hills kicked
a couple late goal to all but end our chances of a final quarter come from behind
victory.
Even though we found ourselves 33 points down going into the final term we wanted
to give a good account of ourselves and finish the game strong. Beverley Hills kept
up the pressure, to the boy’s credit and character they didn’t take a backward step
and battled it out to the end showing great resilience. Hudson who attacked the ball
and fought hard for front position was rewarded with an in the back decision, from a
tight angle he skilfully slotted it through. To our pleasure they boys celebrated with Elliot
jumping on Hudson, a great bit a mateship and teamwork.
To finish off we have many areas to improve on and it is great to see that we have 20
plus at training each week.
The effort is showing as we can see individual improvement in so many boys.
Kai’s last few weeks with his marking, Arlo is taking big steps forward, Archie’s hard
running.
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UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Mark Hamilton
BYE
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#

Name

33
25
7
44
40
11
3
41
36
37
9
17
39
23
35
27
1
32
5
43

Zac Antonellos
Indy Brown
Fynn Bullen
Joshua Daley
Albie De Rooden
Nate Farrell
Harry Halls
Logan Hamilton
Cohen Hine
Tate Hodgson
Eamon McDonald
Justin McIntyre
Charlie Nash
Daniel Nielsen
Luke Paciocco
Logan Ross
Logan Sonderhof
Isaiah Thomas
Austin Wallace
Daniel Williamson
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UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram
Park Orchards 14.14.98 def by Kew Rovers 2.1.13

NO REPORT SUBMITTED
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#

Name

1
2
4
10
11
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
27
31
32
33
36
38
40
41

Ned Smith
Will Fortington
Zane Stephens
Tom Elliot
Riley Hume
Granger Wheatley
Aiden Wolff
Noah Di Grazia
Kai Knight
Felix Hattwich
Daniel Tasca
Tom Bryant
Harvey Fry
Gabriel Italiano
James McGowan
Lachlan Motteram
Jaden Lawrence
Beau Innes
Liam Shamloo
TJ Wolff
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UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Jake Leonard
Park Orchards 5.11.41 def by Templestowe 4.14.38

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Duncan AllAn

#

Name

1
6
7
8
9
10
12
15
16
18
21
22
23
27
29
35
37
39
43

Will Tsoukatos
Riley Di Conza
Henry Milton
Jacob Sette
Dylan Todero
Archie Leonard
Jayden Sultana
Lachlan Dickson
Christian Theodorou
Hamish Noonan
Felix Kilworth
Jack Inglese
Sebastian Henderson
Brooklyn Mitchell
Jacob Bridger
Lucas Nicholls
Austin Foxwell
Max Beach
Darcy Brown

Park Orchards 6.2.38 def by St Marys 12.15.87

#

Name

26
37
36

Jordan Allan
Byron Bradshaw
Fletcher Cameron
Kristian Dass
Sean Kelly
James King
Will Mc Diarmid
Jack Mc Diarmid
Tom Mc Diarmid
Zach Millar
Lachlan Oakes
Sean O Leary
Jacob Simos
Byron Steele-Bonney
Charlie Tassell
Bruce Waddy

The boys did a great job on Sunday, we kicked the first
goal straight up and looked good to continue but St
Mary’s came right back, and at the end of the 1st it was
13
sharks (1,1-7 )to St Mary’s (3,4-22). 2nd quarter was all St
Mary’s they kicked another 2 goals 5 (5, 9-39) to only 1
34
point for us (1, 2-8), but our boys played a solid quarter
28
even though the scoreboard did not reflect their efforts.
30
Our 3rd quarter was fantastic we fought in every contest,
4
never giving up. Our kicking, handballing, marking,
11
talking and body contact was on point, but it was the
24
scoreboard that told the story. We kicked 4 goals (5,
25
2-32) with St Mary’s only kicking 1, 1 (6, 10-46) the boys
14
were ecstatic when they came off at the end of the
38
quarter. St Mary’s finally ran us down in the last winning
20
the game, purely due to a constant supply of fresh legs
40
on the bench, but our boys with only 16 players in total,
couldn’t off been prouder with their game. All the guys
did a superb job, well done. Best on ground goes to all these boys, Lachlan Oakes,
Tom McDiarmid, Byron Bradshaw, Sean O’Leary, James King, Zach Millar, Zody Cantelo,
Byron Steele-Bonney, Will McDiarmid, Bruce Waddy and Sean Kelly, just to many names
to mention. Big shout out to Tate Hodgson (u13’s) who filled in for us, thanks again and
great game Hodgie. The boys are getting better and better each week, hopefully we
will be singing the song very soon!
Go Sharks
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Hayden Cheeseman
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8 Queen Street Nunawading Victoria 3131
Phone: 03 9873 3753 Fax: 03 9874 2833 Mobile: 0410 568 132
Email: shoppin@bigpond.net.au

U 14 GIRLS: Coached by: Darren Dempsey
Park Orchards 3.1.19 def by Camberwell 3.2.20
Captain – Allie King
So close! We were all willing the girls to get over the line
on Sunday and for a moment I thought we were going to
get that elusive win however the ball just didn’t bounce
our way when we needed it to.

As disappointing as it was for the girls to fall so short it was a great contest and an even
game of footy. I thought the entire team tried very hard all day however the standout
player for me was Ava Radle. Under an injury cloud herself, Ava ran hard and strongly
contested all day. Playing out of position Julia tried her hardest all day, taking
contested marks and tackling with vigour. Jasmine, Scarlett, Tia, Emily, Allie and Indi all
played well and stood strong in the contest. We come up against Glen Iris next game
which is a winnable game and finish the season off against Camberwell so our goal will
be to continue to create space, run hard and play for each other. If we do that then I
am certain the natural improvement will see us gain some points in the later rounds.
Thanks again to all the helpers and parents who come and support their daughters, I
know they appreciate it.

#

Name

1
2
3
6
8
9
10
12
13
14
17
18
20
21
22
23
25
26
28
29
30
31
33

Mia Spencer Jones
Grace Dawson
Willow Harvey
Sienna Pollock
Grace Bettiol
Amber Cannon
Erin Loucas
Scarlett McInerney
Indi Callaghan
Charlotte Peterson
Mia Bosna
Jaide Scott
Emily Rankin
Amelie Quartel
Tia Dempsey
Summer Cheeseman
Zara Zeeman
Allie King
Jasmine Gurgone
Julia Stahl
Ava Radle
Bonnie Spencer Jones
Raphaela Guerrero

Leaving Warranwood in the rain at 10.20am it looked
as though we were going to have a rain impacted
game but as Adam Pollock quipped, the rich people
of Camberwell also sort out the weather and we were
greeted with beautiful sunny conditions and a largely dry
ground. Looking at the ladder it would have seemed a
very uneven contest however Camberwell have moved
through two grades to end up in Gold and we were very
evenly matched. In a very low scoring half with both
teams defending stoutly we managed to squeeze a goal
in with one minute to spare in the 2nd quarter thanks to
some quick hands from Willow and a great finish by Emily.
We talked at half time about the need to shepherd more
and run and run and run to try and expose the lack of
bench Camberwell had and we did exactly that in the
third quarter and took a slight lead into the last quarter.
In the end, although we were playing on a large ground
we struggled to get space in a highly contested game which meant when the ball
entered a forward line we struggled to extract it quickly enough to get any run.

Throughout the day we didn’t capitalise on the quick forward entries we managed to
get, and we fell down around half forward on a few too many occasions. Converting
time in the forward half into scores has been a bit of a problem over the past few
weeks and we do need to become more efficient as the opposition in recent weeks
have converted much more easily and in turn have scored with less pressure. The
last quarter was a real tussle with a 1.1 each heading into the last few minutes.
Unfortunately, despite tireless effort we couldn’t clear the backline after their point
to level the scores and they managed to get one more point to put them up by one.
Again, we couldn’t clear the backline and we fell agonisingly short.
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we couldn’t convert as much as we would hope. Andi and Max M were winning in the
ruck and Josh G was celebrating his 100th with constant clearances around the ball.
Yet we couldn’t gain a big lead, due to Hawthorn’s run from the backline.
At ¾ time, we were unexpectedly 4 points down.
But these lads play so well for each other, and no way were they going to allow Flynn
and Josh G to have a loss on their 100th!
Harley and Will lifted a gear and provided us run and were playing clever football and
finding space.

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny
Park Orchards 8.12.60 def by Hawthorn citz 8.8.56
Well, it wouldn’t be a Sunday afternoon without a nailbiter! And the boys certainly provided this on Sunday in
their game against Hawthorn who, despite being bottom
of the ladder, were confident, having just knocked off
Richmond the round before.
What a privilege and pleasure to start the game with
two milestone celebrations; Josh Galstians and Flynn
Hutchinson both playing their 100ths.
Whenever we are ‘covid-locked’ out of changerooms, I
feel we don’t quite have the same intensity in our build
up, although the boys were certainly excited for Josh and
Flynn.
Each week we take a one step closer to having a full
team, and we were delighted to welcome back a semifit Ollie Neitz, who, even though restricted to the goal
square, would still prove to be invaluable. However, once
again, we succumbed to more mid-week injuries, and
would dearly miss Will Tait’s drive from the backline, and
Rossi’s movement up forward.

Josh S as always, was taking two and three opponents with him wherever he went, and
not only still winning the ball, but allowing us to drive the ball forward.

#

Name

1
2
7
8
10
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
27
29
31
33
37
39
43

Jett Simpson
Samuel Prest
Flynn Hutchinson
Liam Webb
Jake Galstians
Oliver Nitz
William Tait
Daniel Albers
Joshua Galstians
Josh Smillie
Harley Jackson
Max MacKay
Oliver Postill
William Rossimel
William Kenny
Max Dominko
Xavier Cuthbert
Joel Stephens
Andrew Holt
Thomas Worthington

The last 5 minutes were long and intense.
Despite having possession, we perhaps lost a little composure, and moved the ball
quickly rather than controlling it. The backline were superb, with spoil after spoil,
intercept marks and killing the ball when needed.
Even the final minute saw us having to defend at the goal line and a Hawthorn snap
with 30 seconds left resulted in only a point.
The siren saw a determined, dogged Sharks victory, and a fitting way to celebrate for
Flynn and Josh G.
Once again, the boys gave their all for a spirited victory, and while there is still room for
improvement, their effort and endeavour cannot be questioned.
We look forward to our chance to atone for our previous contest when we play
Ashburton next round, with a near full strength team.
Thank you as always to the many family and friends who came along and
enthusiastically and respectfully supported the team.
Special thanks to Simon Webb for being trainer and doing votes, Al Galstians for
running, Peter jackson for being umpire escort, Dustin Albers for doing timekeeping,
Bevo for goal umpiring, Andrew Dominko for team managing and Matt Tait for
coaching.

The first quarter saw us well on top in general play, with our always elite midfield of Dan
Albers, Josh G and Josh S, working hard to drive us forward, where Ollie, as expected,
was crashing packs and causing mayhem.
Sammy P was continuing with his fine form up forward, while Joel, week after week
proving to be an invaluable running backman, kept repelling the Hawthorn attacks.
Prior to the game we asked for more onfield leadership, and Webby gave us this 100%.
His controlling of the backline through action and voice was elite. By half time, we
knew we were in for a tight contest; we would get two goals ahead, and hawthorn
would respond. Xavier and Oli P were containing and beating the Hawthorn big
forwards, while Flynn does what he always does; win the contest and drive us forward.
Morgan and Max D were getting their hands on the ball up forward, but as a team,
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UNDER 15 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill
Park Orchards 21.7.133 def by Fitzroy 9.5.59
This week we hosted Fitzroy at home at Domeny reserve.
Our game last week, despite a narrow loss, was a
great match, great contest and a good performance
across the board from our players. The pressure on
the opposition was up, and we had some great ball
movement off half back. We focused on a few area’s of
improvement at Training and implored the boys to bring
the intent and focus on what we’ve been working on at
training into the match on Sunday.
Playing lowly Fitzroy it loomed as a bit of a danger game,
teams can be complacent and think the win will come
easy when you play the bottom team. I’ve never seen
an opponent ever give up on a game and hand you the
points, so we reinforced the need for contest, tackles,
hand ball receives, 2 way running and to spread to
space. Take the ball through the middle to our forwards.
And pleasingly this is exactly what we got for 80 minutes.

#

Name

3
6
7
13
15
18
19
21
24
25
29
30
31
33
35
38
39
40
42
46
47

Jack Fortington
Lachie O'Keeffe
Finn Doherty
Georg Crea
Connor Bastin
Barathan Mahadeva
Nathan Draeger
Lachlan Sherriff
Benjamin Robin
Layne Sedawie-McKell
Daniel Blaser
Oscar Bugler
Mitchell Waterford
Ryan O'Neil-Parker
Ben Jackson
Bailey Wallace
Ryan O’Sullivan
Declan Bardsley
Joshua Cahill
Luke Marriner
Kye Bertram

After a tight first quarter, where scores were level, we
encouraged the boys to keep up the tackles and spread
and to move the ball quickly to give our forwards a
chance. We began to pull away to a decent lead
approaching half time and continued to build on a
lead in the second half, before finishing the game 80 points up and having kicked our
highest score of the season @ 133 points. Our co captains, Mozzie and Fridge set the
tone throughout the day by being hard at the footy, many thanks to Austin Wallace
who filled in from U13’s and for Bruiser running the Boundary and Bullets coming down
to watch his mates.
A few highlights from the game:
• Have to start with Plugger, our FF has been in good form kicking a few bags so far
this season, but he came to play expecting a day out, and he got one. After the
final siren he slotted his 10th major, a super feat for a junior footballer. I think he
kicked 10.2 and gave one away so could have had 13 goals.
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Felt sorry for the poor full back. Plugger, as you can imagine by his nickname is a
bit of a handful to match up on, he leads well, takes a great pack mark and fights
for his footy at ground level. He brings others into the game and is a beautiful set
shot. 10 goals was a highlight, but it was almost overshadowed by the daggers
he gave Rusty Fortington when Rus sprayed a shot from the pocket late in the last
quarter instead of passing to Plugger (In fairness Rus has been chasing his first goal
of the season after nailing it off HB every week) for what would have been his 10th.
Priceless. Lucky we capitalised on a turn over at half back, we implemented what
we had been training in terms of moving the ball quickly through the middle and
Plugger clunked the mark, 14 seconds after the turn over and right on the siren.
• Flyin Ryan played his best game for the club, a mixture of half forward and midfield
time. Worked supper hard up and down the field, linking up with our mids and
wings. Kicked 3 goals and again brought others into the game. He and Flash had a
great combination going through the middle. Set the tone with some great chasing
and pressure acts.
• Ralph Robins in the ruck was great, spent time at CHF as well. Did some great tap
work in the middle and tackled hard all day long. Had some clever possessions
around the ground and was a real presence for us.
• Austin Wallace played deep forward and did not take a backward step. He was
outsized by his opponent, but gave every contest his best effort and snatched
himself a clever goal using a bit of footy nous. So pleased for him.
• Finn was good for us deep forward and deep back in the last quarter. Still coming
back from injury, he’s coming along nicely. Took a beautiful mark in the forward
line, right on the boundary, centred the ball resulting in a shot on goal.
• Rus Fortington was again great at HB. Spent some time in the middle and at HF in
the last. He’s clean below his knees and reads the play so well, so that’s where we
get a lot of our rebound from each week.
• Rat Crea was again strong for us. Helped set the game up for us in the first half
when in the middle and was a steadier for us in the backline when thrown down
back. Took some telling pack marks and gave us lot’s of rebound.
• Flash O’Keefe had a day out on the wing. Too quick for his opponent he had a lot
of inside 50’s, was impressive to watch. Snapped a super goal and tackled well. His
kicking has improved a lot and games like this will be great for his confidence so he
can continue to take the game on.
• Flea on the other wing was fantastic. A lot of hard, 2 way running which generated
a lot of play, his disposal was great and attack on the footy was fierce. Gave him
a little challenge of playing deep back in the last quarter and he looked right at
home, picking up a number of intercept possessions. A great game.
• Crackers Waterford played another great game. His a tough little nugget and
makes it hard for the opposition especially at the centre bounces. His clearing
handballs release a lot of ball for us.
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• Psycho Wallace was hard at it again. Backing up for another game @CHB he
played in front and pressured his opponent all game. When he went on the ball it
was more of the same, tackles and blocks for his team mates and his hand ball out
of the packs really started to generate some attacking play for us.
• Fridge competed hard in the ruck and CHF. Got some reward for effort with some
strong marking kicking 3 goals for the game. A nice snap and a thumping set shot
from inside the square, his kicking has improved a lot.
• Mozzie was great again. His overhead marking is a feature, he’s a great little rover
in the forward line. Kicked a nice goal from a high tackle. In the second half he
was on the ball and was really good in the contest.
• Shezza again worked hard in the back line and @ CHF in the last quarter. Keeps it
simple, plays in front and gets the footy. Good below his knees and moves the ball
quickly once he has it.
• Bones chased hard all day, had a few good battles deep with his opponent.
Moved up to the wing in last term he did really well, lots of pressure, some good
shepherding in the forward line which lead to a goal. Took a nice mark in front of
the coaches!!!
• Slugger played well. Had a great last quarter at full back, played nice and tight
on his opponent, made a few nice spoils against his opponent. Had a beautiful
passage of play at half back, won his own ball and a great clearing kick to the fat
side of the ground.
• The Weapon had his hands full at FB. His opponent was pretty crafty, often taking
front position for marking contests. He did not drop his head, he kept working for us
and played well. Pushed him forward for the final term and he linked up in the play
really well. Unlucky not to kick a major.
• Fish Mahadeva had his best game for the season. Cleaner disposal and a higher
work rate made the difference. Kicked 2 goals, laid plenty of tackles and was really
good in the middle of the ground.

UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey
Park Orchards 16.10.106 def by Preston 6.1.37
This week we were back at home to play Preston and
what a Winter’s day it was to play footy. Domoney
looks fantastic and has a great grass cover and for the
middle of winter, we told our boys, you won’t get a
better ground to play football on.
Following our loss the week before, it was important
our boys responded well. With a ground that suits our
game style, there was no better opportunity. We had
a great week on the track and knew what we had to
do to win the game.
The first qtr started evenly in the first few minutes
and then our boys settled and started to hit the
scoreboard. We spoke to the boys about being
“aggressive” at the ball and at the contest before the
boys game today and this soon showed as the first qtr
returned 8 goals 4 behinds setting up the game. With
plenty of run and carry, long kicks and using the angles
better, we knew our boys had switched on and turned
things around from the week before.U

#
2
4
6
10
12
14
15
16
20
22
24
26
28
30
34
36
38
40
42

Name
Matt Parrott
Josh Tovey
Josh Baldori
Tom Rees
Joel Foxwell
Charlie Vermeulen Brown
Ryan Choong
Will Sonderhof
James Dempsey
Oscar Pollock
Tige Ridley
Tom Morcom
Harry Prunty
Ryan Bunker Smith
Isaac Macklin
Tobias Kilkenny
Darcy Money
Cooper Trembath
David Broadbent
Asst Coach - Gerry Baldori
TM - Lisa Dempsey

Our game style is pretty simple and we wanted the
boys to show some self discipline and ensure we
continued to play our way and really work hard to ensure we kept to our plans and not
get carried away and to their credit this was proven in the second qtr. Kicking a further
6 goals to go into half time with a 72 point lead the boys were playing well together.
The second half was all about ensuring we didn’t get ahead of ourselves and we
knew Preston would come out and take it up to us and they sure did. The 3rd term saw
us have to work really hard to kick our couple of goals. We lost our way a little and
Preston took advantage of that so our boys had to work harder in the last qtr to finish
the day off.
The last qtr was an even contest until the game was called off following a heavy
collision that saw an opposition player require an ambulance (as a precaution). It was
a great return to form for our boys who eventually won the game by 69 points.
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Ashton, Robbie, Sam, Mitch, Jimbo, & Ben showed plenty of flair & used the ball well.

Vs TEAM

Some great cameos from Lachlan V, Lucas, Jacob, Remi, Oscar & Brodie.

Round 1

GOALS: Lachlan V 2, Lucas 1, Robbie 1

UNDER 16 BLACK: Coached by: Jason Osborne
Park Orchards 4.2.26 def by Glen Iris 20.19.139

#

Name

3

Mitchell Clark

This week’s game was against 2nd placed Glen Iris at
their home ground.

5

Jacob Leaumont

7

Remi Evangelista

We knew it would be tough game as we had
already met in round 1 where the opposition had a
comfortable win.

12

Zac Smith

13

Beau Osborne

14

Ashton Devink

It was an opportunity to see how much we had
improved as a team.

16

Lachlan Vozzo

17

James O’Hagan

18

Lucas Ramage

20

Bradley Hume

21

Lachlan Radford

We went in with 17 players to their 14 & for once we
had the advantage of a bench.
We really took it up to them in the 1st quarter, as we
managed to slip behind their defence a couple of
times with goals to Lachlan V & Robbie, after another
brilliant run through the centre from Ashton & some
straight running through packs from Mackenzie.
We were 14 points down at ¼ time.
The 2nd quarter was similar to the 1st as we kicked 2
goals (via Lucas & Lachlan V) to their 4 & went in at ½
time 27 points down.

23

Ben Sette

25

Brodie Maynes

27

Ben Waddy

28

Daniel White

29

Robbie Paciocco

38

Oscar Lynch

46

Daniel Smith

71

Sam Box

The boys put in a solid 1st half & with our extra legs on the bench I thought we could
make in roads into their lead, if we could stick with them when they ran & spread,
which was their strength.
I honestly think the boy’s level of effort & commitment never changed but Glen Iris
really ramped it up & they held us goalless for the remainder of the game while kicking
12 more goals themselves.
While the boys were disappointed, in the end I couldn’t help but be proud of them. We
were clearly outclassed by a very good team but I think that’s when some of the boys
played their best footy.
The likes of Kyan, Mackenzie, Beau, Dan S, Lachlan R were consistently hard at contests
& never took a backward step.
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U 16 GIRLS: Coached by: Jayde Arnold
Park Orchards 12.11.83 def by Fitzroy 4.0.24

#

COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Mason
Name

BYE

NO REPORT SUBMITTED

#

Name

1
5
7
9
16
17
19
21
23
25
27
28
30
31
32
33
36
37
38
39
41
43

Ryan Smeed
Ben Duffy
Tom Maxwell
Kieran Rice
Zac McLeod
Nathanial Beaine
Blake Haslam
Ben Perrett
Oscar Seegets
Noah Taylor
Jarrah Aitken
Tom Heffernan
Rhonan Appleby
Chandler Weeks
Mason Appleby
James Mason
Cayden Skien
Aden Hood
Shannon D’Souza
Lachlan Jury
Nathan Randall
Brock Pellinger-Riley
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Regradless of the result we were very proud of our girls’ efforts in what was a tough
contest all day.
Goal Kickers: Mia 4, Abbey
Best: Kristen, Jaz, Charlie, Jade, Mia, Lauren K, Lana, Dakota
Captain: Lana Boell
Coaches: Dave and Tim

YOUTH GIRLS: Coached by: TIM LIVINGSTONE AND DAVID BOELL
Park Orchards 5.2.32 def by Banyule 6.7.43
Slippery conditions at Stintons after a couple of heavy
days of rain. Our warm up amongst the tyre tracks was full
of guarded enthusiasm as we prepared to meet Banyule
for a second time.
How do we sum this game up? It was in hindsight a tough
and tight contest for most of the day. The ball was played
for the best part between the arcs and in a contest, in the
greasy conditions.
Banyule managed to keep the ball in their forward half for
most of the first quarter. However, Flynn’s ability to read
the play and intercept, gave us some protection behind
the ball. Lauren K went back and repelled the Banyule
forward entries time and time again with strong attacks
on the ball and composed skills. She was well supported in
defence all day by Dakota and Charlie. Both of these girls
were decisive when it was their time to go and had some
excellent ball gets that burst through the opposition’s
offence.
Jade and Kristen were again tireless racking up
possessions. They both ran excellent patterns and got
the ball moving for us with good footy smarts. Tahlia
and Grace had to contest a heap of stoppages in the
conditions and were relentlessly putting their body over
the ball.

#

Runner/Jogger/Walker - Wayne

Name

1
Reese Stephens
2
Kristen Bertoldi
4
Jorja Livingstone
5
Abbey Callaghan
6
Alannah Boell
9
Mia Mcauliffe
10
Matilda Rae
11
Lily Chilver
12
Flynn Peters
13
Eve Parry
14
Jade Hutchinson
15
Sienna Jones
17
Taliah Cameron
18
Courtney Murray
20
Grace Jenkin
22
Lauren Knowles
23
Jasmine Taylor
24
Victoria Turner
25
Lauren Cresp
26
Dakota Hoen
32
Petra Edwards
34
Ayesha Dang
39
Charli Dempsey
ASSISTANT C: Wayne Taylor

Our forwards were starved a bit in the first half but as the game wore on Mia and
Abbey were able to have an influence on the scoreboard. Jazzie played a terrific
game and was always presenting down the line for our mids and gave us a target
to kick to. Mia made the most of every chance she had and finished with four classy
goals.
Lana gave us some drive on ball and helped get us into the lead late in the game and
Lauren C probably had her best game this year as she competed both in the ruck and
as a forward. Unfortunately, two late goals gave Banyule the lead and ultimately the
game back.
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PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 8
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